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GENERAL STATEMENTS & LIMITATIONS
We have pleasure in preparing this initial report following receipt of instructions from The Bury St
Edmunds Town Trust, (hereinafter referred to as “the client”).
Our instruction was to undertake a condition survey of 11 High Baxter Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk,
IP33 1ES, (hereinafter referred to as “the property” or “the building”), to prepare and submit to the client.
The instruction and limitations to the inspection and report are as set out in the Appendices and in the
letter of engagement.
In this report your attention may be drawn to some areas of the property that we were unable to inspect.
For reasons explained in detail we may have recommended further investigations before your purchase
proceeds or at least made you aware of matters which you should fully consider before you purchase. It
may well be that further investigations may reveal the need for additional repairs which could alter the
figure at which you should purchase the property.
We strongly recommend you read all the report and then consider, with our help if you wish, the wisest
course of action. Personal circumstances and the nature of the property under consideration are very
often relevant in the purchase decision.
Our aim is to give you as much information as we are able at this time to allow you to make up your mind,
possibly to bring some matters to the attention of your solicitor and to help you keep the property in good
condition if you decide to purchase.
If you rely on any interpretation of legal documents, and/ or assumptions as to any legal position, such
matters must be checked with a suitably qualified Legal Advisor. No responsibility or liability is accepted
for the true interpretation of the legal position as it relates to you, or other parties. Should any legal
investigation contradict any interpretation, or assumptions stated in this report, such matters will need to
be referred to us in order that the report or advice can be confirmed, or amended.
It is only when all the above matters have been properly considered that you will be in a position to make
a fully informed decision on a major purchase of this nature.
This report reflects the condition of the property at the date of our inspection. It must be accepted that
defects may arise due to a number of factors, for example adverse weather conditions, vandalism or
accidental damage by the building owner between the date of our inspection and you taking occupation of
the property.
With older and historic properties high alumina cement concrete or calcium chloride additive is highly
unlikely to have been used in construction. However, it is not possible to be specific without opening up
parts of the structure to state that other deleterious materials, which could give rise to future problems,
have not been used. We have assumed during our inspection that no deleterious or hazardous materials
or techniques have been used and that the inspection of those parts, which cannot be seen, would not
reveal material deficiencies or defects.
A full and comprehensive inspection of the structure below ground level would be a substantial task
involving excavation of the ground around the building and is outside of the scope of this survey.
The main wall, roofs, chimneys, gutters and all high-level areas have been examined from ground level
and openable, available window locations only.
Internal wall, ceiling and partition plaster or other finish have not been hacked off in order to determine
the condition of the structure behind. Similarly, external render, boarding or other finish have not been
removed to examine the structure behind.
The presence of fitted carpet and other floor coverings may have prevented a detailed inspection of the
floor surfaces and the structure below. The presence of furnishings, furniture, belongings, fitted furniture,
etc. may have presented further encumbrances. Whilst it may have been possible to lift unfitted carpet/
floor covering edges in corners of rooms in order to inspect limited areas of floor surfaces, the widespread
lifting of floorboards was not possible. A full and comprehensive inspection of the floors and structure
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below, involving the large-scale lifting of carpets, floorboards, movement of furniture etc. would be a
substantial task and is outside of the scope of this survey.
The service installations have not been tested or inspected in detail. Comments have been included
within this report with regard to the general age and adequacy of the systems concerned based on a
visual inspection only to areas where the services were readily accessible. If a full detailed inspection
and report relating to the services installed is required, it is recommended that a fully qualified services
engineer be retained specifically for this purpose.
If the property was fully occupied and furnished at the time of survey our detailed inspection of the
perimeter walls, floors and partitions would have been impeded by the presence of immovable items of
furniture, etc. Small objects in small quantities may have been moved where practical and possible.
No detailed Local Authority enquiries have been made as this should normally be undertaken by the
Purchaser’s Solicitor as part of the Local Searches.
All further enquiries, recommendations on exploratory work, investigation etc., recommended within this
report should be undertaken prior to exchange of contracts.
The report is for the sole use of the addressee only and there is no liability expressed or implied to any
other persons who may use or read this report. This report may not be reproduced, published or used in
abstract in any way without the express written authority of The Whitworth Co-Partnership LLP.
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1.0 SUMMARY
1.01

OVERALL APPRAISAL

The property has had very little maintenance in recent years is in a poor condition externally and requires
repair to the joinery, replacement of render and redecoration externally with modernisation and
redecoration needed internally.
The disintegrated floor within the first floor bathroom will require reconstruction; retaining the original floor
joists if possible. There is surface mould growth on some of these joists and evidence of old insect
infestation. There is a deep void against the South gable below the bathroom, that is presently
inaccessible, but it is possible to see from above that there is timber studwork built into the masonry wall
on the gable; opening up of this void should be a priority to ascertain if there is any ongoing decay
occurring following the failure of the floor in this area.
The utility room is in a poor state of repair and the aluminium framed glazed roof, will need replacing in
the near future if the structure is to be retained.
The rainwater goods require major overhaul or replacement. The external foul drainage pipework requires
major repair or replacement in association with any re-planning of the interior.
There are some tile displacement and losses on the front West roof slope of the roof which needs further
investigation and repair.
The dormer windows need major overhauling, including replacing the lead flashings and all will probably
require re-rendering. The two dormers on the rear elevation may require partial or complete
reconstruction on further investigation.
The North and West gables of the building have been rendered in a cement textured render with an
impervious masonry paint finish. The render finishes to these walls would have been incorporated after
the adjoining properties were demolished. Ideally the render should be removed and a lime based render
applied.
The first floor of the West elevation has been partly re-rendered; this was started in 2007, following Listed
Building Consent being granted to replace the failed cement render with a lime based one, but the works
were never completed. Therefore the wall will require stripping and re-rendering.
The chimney on the North gable has been re-rendered in the same cement render as the rest of the North
gable. There is vertical cracking in the chimney render on the North face, which may be the result of
some movement associated with blocking up of a fireplace opening on the North side of the base of the
chimney when the adjoin property was demolished. The damp patches evident on the wall internally on
the North wall behind the chimney at first floor, suggest water is penetrating through the chimney. This
could be through the cracked render. The render requires stripping, the chimney repairing and rerendering in a lime based render. The top of the chimney will require repair and re-pointing.
The chimney stack at the South Gable requires re-pointing and if it is to be bought back into use this will
need to be lined. The main fireplace and chimney breast on the ground floor that served the chimney is
presently completely concealed by the internal lining wall across the South gable, so its condition cannot
be determined at this stage.
There was a large chimney stack on the North wall of the of the kitchen, which has been taken down to
roof level and rebuilt as a tall red brick, single flued, free-standing stack, now redundant. Internally the
fireplace opening has had a lining wall built across it, so its condition cannot be assessed.
The free standing single flue brick chimney that serves the utility room is also located on the North wall
and is in very poor condition and will require taking down and rebuilding if it is intended to keep it.
Much of the old internal finishes have either been concealed behind false walls and ceilings, lined over
with plasterboard. Some areas have been opened up to reveal what lies beneath, but it is not possible at
this stage to assess the condition of the areas of structure and fabric still concealed.
The partial removal of the plasterboard lining over the chimney breast in the front North West room has
revealed a large fireplace opening with the central section of the timber bressumer beam missing. Part of
the fireplace has been bricked up where the section of beam has been lost. If the opening is to be
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returned to its original configuration, a new section of timber will need to be spliced into the bressumer
and probably an additional lintel incorporated.
The removal of plasterboard under the main staircase within the recess off the kitchen, has revealed a
small cellar, which when the first inspection was undertaken, was full of old floor timbers pushed into it
when new supporting ground floor structure was inserted in modern times. The contents of the cellar were
subsequently removed and on a further inspection undertaken on 29th January 2019 it was possible to get
into the cellar.
A full inspection of all timbers in the building by a specialist timber infestation and decay company should
be undertaken when the plasterboard linings have been removed.
The electrical and mechanical services will require complete replacement in association with the new use
of the house. The present arrangements have been configured to serve a house of multi occupancy and
have been installed in an unsympathetic manner.
It is not possible to guarantee that every ‘defect’ has been found in the property, seen, or reported upon.

Primary Concerns
Over the years we have found that there are a few primary concerns common to most clients and these
are addressed below.

Timber Infestation & Decay
There was found to be decay in the first floor timbers to the bathroom floor and these will require
treatment or replacement. Much of the historic structure is presently concealed by modern linings,
so their condition could not be assessed. Therefore once the linings have been removed a full
assessment of the structure will be required.
The timber found laid in the cellar in November has since been discarded.

Moisture
There visible signs of damp staining on the chimney breast and on the former external west wall
within the kitchen.
The East external wall of the rear right ground floor room is badly affected by damp.
All the external walls abut concrete paving and tarmac finishes, which it will not be possible to
adjust apart potentially on the East elevation within the garden.
There is damp staining on the ceiling at the northern end of the second floor.

Subsidence, Heave & Landslip
I did not see any evidence of subsidence, heave or landslip to the property during my inspection.
There is vertical cracking in the North chimney breast externally that will require further
investigation once the render has been removed.

Further Pre-Purchase Investigations
No other pre-purchase investigation is considered necessary. However, for those works you may wish to
undertake in the short term, or soon after taking occupation, it would be prudent to obtain contractor
estimates.

Specialist Reports Required
I would advise that a Structural Engineer be engaged inspect the building once more of the plasterboard
linings have been removed and the timber frame elements are exposed.
A specialist damp and timber survey may be required once the plaster board linings have been removed.
Provided the vendor can produce the periodic electrical inspection report, no other special reports are
required at present.
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NOTE
We have not arranged for any further investigation, specialist reports or specialist advice. Should you
wish us to arrange for such to take place prior to exchange of contracts please advise accordingly.
Please note that where recommendations have been made for further investigation or specialist
reports/advice it is not necessary for us to be involved in this, but we would be happy to provide further
advice upon receipt of any such investigation information or specialist report. Such service would be
outside the scope of the survey and may therefore be subject to additional fees.

1.02

DESCRIPTIVE TERMS & DEFINITIONS

As noted in our terms and conditions we cannot comment on those parts of the building that are hidden
unexposed or concealed in any way. All assessment of condition is based on what can be seen.
Nonetheless, the assessment may include a ‘best guess’ at what might not be visible, but based on what
can be seen. This assessment is based on this ‘snapshot’ in time and is likely to change over time as
work is undertaken or if no work is undertaken.
Good
The best order to which we are prepared to commit a comment.
Fair/Satisfactory
In a condition that is showing signs of wear and tear and perhaps some
deterioration, but still functional. Action may be need in the short to medium
term. Replacement or repair might be desirable if funds and circumstances
permit.
Poor
Action will be needed immediately or in the near future. Elements which may
not be able to continue fulfilling their required function and therefore need to be
renewed, replaced, or repaired. Repair and/or replacement may be essential to
prevent further decay or failure of the element.
The following term is not a categorisation of condition but may be used in this report.
Foreseeable
Within approximately 10 years - the maximum that one can reasonably foresee
the possibility that work may or may not be necessary.

Priority Classifications
The ‘Priority’ classifications used in the following Recommendations section and within this report are:
Now

These are urgent matters that should be dealt with prior to exchange of contracts, or
upon taking occupation.
These will usually be matters that you need to have checked (e.g. services) or
necessary for health, safety and/or security. Whether you or the vendor has these
matters seen to will be a matter for negotiation.
In some instances there may be very urgent repairs needed that will be included in
this category.

Short Term

These are works needed to be undertaken soon after taking occupation and/or within the
first one to two years. NOTE: This is in order to deal with a specific defect/problem or to
prevent a problem arising in the short term.
These will usually be matters categorised as being poor, but may include some
matters that are fair/satisfactory where leaving them would result in them
becoming poor condition.

Medium Term These works will be required at any point within five years - often undertaken during other
works, redecoration or cyclical maintenance.
These will be those matters that are considered fair/satisfactory, but in need of
work in the medium term.
Long Term

These works will be required to maintain reasonable order.
These will be items that are fair/satisfactory and not in need of attention in the
short to medium term, but6 will need attention in the long term. Some items that
8
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are presently good may be included here if there is a risk that failure to maintain,
etc., will lead to deterioration.
Future

Such works will be required to prevent long-term deterioration. Also includes works that
could be undertaken at any time (not time critical).

Desirable

These are matters that are more in the nature of personal preference and/or
improvements.

NOTE

Any of the works could be undertaken at any time regardless of priority for convenience,
for ‘economies of scale’ or to suit the client’s specific requirements. Items shown in the
longer-term columns may include desirable works that are more of a personal choice, or
perhaps represent non-essential improvements.
You may note some repetition of items where periodic/regular attention is needed,
for example redecoration.

Guide Costs
You should obtain your own contractor’s estimates for the higher priority works and/or those you intend to
undertake soon after taking occupation, before you exchange contracts. This is so that you are aware of
the likely costs in advance. Nothing in this report is intended to create a ‘Schedule of Works’; the
contractor should assess the works for themselves. If a Schedule is required, we can prepare such
documentation but this would be under separate instruction and would incur additional fees.
Figures provided are ‘guess’ estimates, based on a visual inspection and determination of condition.
They are based on our experience of historic building repair costs, checked by builder’s price books
where necessary. Builder’s costs will vary due to the degree of exposure works, inflation, volume of the
work available at the time of tendering, economies of scale and contingency sums. Some of these costs
will be subject to further detailed inspection or instruction and are perhaps best regarded as ‘provisional’.
The figures provided are on the assumption that a building contracting company of appropriate nature
(size, experience and skills) would undertake the work. You may choose to have work undertaken by
builders (e.g. ‘one-man bands’) that result in lower costs than given, or perhaps by companies that are
more expensive, or perhaps some works to a higher than normal standard of finish (e.g. gold-plated taps).
Subject to having the appropriate skills, you may choose the DIY route for some works. All of these
factors will have an effect on the eventual cost of the works to you.
It is likely that whilst undertaking works of a higher priority it would be economical to deal with other works
of a lower priority at the same time. This should be borne in mind when works are programmed as it may
help reduce some of the costs. The priorities suggested are a guide and are primarily based on the
technical need of the item. Practicalities, your intensions for other works (e.g. alterations) and perhaps
availability of finance may influence the priorities you choose to follow.
Please note that in the following table the figures exclude VAT, professional fees, etc.; for budgeting
purposes, 33% should be added to cover these.
The figures should be regarded as provisional. You are advised to obtain contractor estimates (or at least
budget cost indications) prior to exchange of contracts for the more urgent works.

Scaffolding & Access
The costs in the following tables of recommendations do not include for the cost of scaffolding or any
other special access arrangements that might be necessary. When dealing with elevations and high-level
work, an allowance of around £1,000.00 per elevation should be made for scaffolding.

Contingency Sums
Generally, when dealing with any property, it is prudent to allow a contingency sum for unforeseen and
unexpected works being uncovered. In any given project one would normally allow a contingency sum of
8%-10% of the contract sum. However, more generally a contingency sum should be held against the
possibility of unforeseen matters coming to light that need expenditure. Of course it is impossible to
predict such matters, but bearing in mind the nature of the subject property we recommend a contingency
sum of say £20,000.
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1.03

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following tables provide a guide to our assessment of recommendations and likely guide costs. You
may vary the priorities according to your specific intentions and/or your finances. The costs are rounded
up and are not intended to be a precise figure. For small individual items there may also be a ‘call out’
cost levied by the contractor.

Recommendations

Now

Short term

3.01 Roof and Rainwater Disposal
Overhauling of the tiling; replacing damaged and missing tiles.

£3,000

Replacement of the roof to the utility room / garden room.

£2,000

Repairs and cleaning of kitchen roof.

£750

3.02 Chimneys and Fireplaces
Sweep and inspect flues. Rebuild tops of two chimneys and repair
flashings.

£2,500

North chimney Stack: Following removal of render undertake stitch
repairs; cut out and replace damaged brickwork; rake out and repoint
the external stack.

£5,000

Demolish chimney to utility room.

£750

Repair kitchen chimney stack and fireplace opening.

£750

Remove infill to inglenook fireplace; repair bressumer; repair brickwork
and stonework to piers and back wall.

£2,500 £3,500

Insert flue liners to North and South gable chimneys.

£4,000

Open up fireplace on South gable wall; repoint brickwork and install
hearth.

£1,000

3.03 Walls
Strip plasterboard lining to internal walls.

£1,000 £2,000

Remove brick partition wall between southern ground floor rooms;
make good floor.

£1,750

Replace defective plaster though out the building.

£5,000 £6,000

Repairs to timber frame walls presently concealed (say).

£6,000 £8,000

Render to East elevation: Strip render at first floor level and replace
with lime based render on timber lath.

£2,500 £3,500

Render South gable: Strip cement render and metal lathing; install new
lathing and re-render.

£6,000

Render North gable, including kitchen and utility room: Strip cement
render and metal lathing; install new lathing to timber framing and rerender including chimney stack.

£6,000 £7,000

Render to East elevation: Repair render.

£2,000

Kitchen fittings (ground floor): Strip out existing kitchen fittings, tiling
etc.

£500

Kitchen fittings (second floor): Strip out existing kitchen fittings, tiling etc

£500
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Recommendations

Now

Strip out all bathroom fittings and dispose.

£500

Remove first floor partition walls to reinstate original bathroom size.

£500

Short term

3.04 Floors
Strip out floor finishes and linings to suspended floors.

£250

Repairs to concrete floors

£750

Repairs to suspended floors.

£1,000

Reconstruct timber floor to first floor bathroom; insulate and lay floor
boarding; fit plywood sheath.

£4,000 £5,000

Repair floor to existing second floor kitchen and line with plywood for
conversion to bathroom.

£750

3.05 Ceilings
Strip off plasterboard linings and softwood framing to expose original
structure.

£1,000

Install new ceilings to the ground floor.

£3,000 £4,000

Install / repair first floor ceilings.

£2,000

Repair first floor ceilings.

£1,500

3.06 Joinery
Replace dormer window joinery to West elevation.

£1,000 £2,000

Replace dormer window joinery to East elevation

£1,000 £2,000

Repair / replace fascias, bargeboards, soffits.

£3,000 £4,000

Repairs to sash windows.

£2,750

Repair utility room window timber framing.

£700

Replace first floor windows to the East elevation.

£3,000

Replace entrance door of East elevation and cornice head.

£1,000 £1,500

Internal doors: remove and replace all internal doors with purpose
made timber panelled doors.

£5,000 £6,000

Install new architraves, door linings, skirting boards.

£1,000

Staircases: repair and incorporate new handrails and balustrading at
first floor level.

£750

Kitchen: Supply and install new units.

£6,000 £7,000

Utility room: Supply and install new units.

£500

First floor bathroom: Install new fittings, tiling etc.

£3,000 £4,000

First floor WC: Install new fittings.

£500

New second floor bathroom: Install new fittings, tiling etc.

£4,000
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Recommendations

Now

Short term

3.07 Timber decay
Undertake timber treatment; provisionally.

£500

3.08 Moisture
Possible insertion of physical damp proof course in the East external
wall.

£750 £1,000

Form French drain along the East elevation.

£500

3.09 Decorations
Decoration to render.

£3,000 £4,000

Strip masonry paint to ground floor external walls and redecorate in
breathable paint finish to East and West elevations.

£5,500 £6,500

Decorate new and retained external joinery.

£4,000 £5,000

Undertake internal decorations.

£7,000 £8,000

3.10 Conservatory / utility room
Partial reconstruction of North wall and parapets in association with
replacing the roof.

£3,000 £4,000

Remove internal chimney breast in association with demolishing the
chimney and re-plastering the North wall.

£750

4.02 Plumbing (cold & hot water)
Remove existing hot and cold water system and install new system.

£750

4.03 Electricity
Carry out electrical test.

£500

Update electrical distribution system.

£1,000
£12,000 –

Allow for carrying out total rewiring.

£15,000
4.04 Space heating
Strip out boiler, existing radiators and pipework and install central
heating boiler, pipework, radiators, towel rails and all controls.

£15,000 £17,000

4.05 Drainage
Remove buddleia adjoining East wall and reconstruct gully.

£250

Rod surface water and foul drainage.

£150

Undertake video camera assessment of below ground drainage.

£500

Repairs to foul drainage system including replacing external soil stack.

£2,000 £3,000

4.06 Energy conservation & thermal insulation
Install insulation to attic space at ceiling level.

£3,000 £4,000

Install insulation to attic space at ceiling level.

£750
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Recommendations

Now

Short term

5.01 Fire risks
Remove existing fire detection system.

£250
£2,000 £3,000

Install fire alarm system to comply with current regulations.
5.03 Health risks
Carry out asbestos survey.

£500

5.05 Security
Install new locks

£200

6.01 Boundaries
Reinstate the collapsed section of masonry boundary wall on the
North east corner

£1,000

6.02 Gardens, grounds and trees
Remove all other buddleias and weeds and poison roots

£150

TOTALS

£58,950 £65,950

1.04

£108,000£129,750

MAINTENANCE

These works should be routine - undertaken on a regular or cyclical basis, perhaps undertaken in
conjunction with redecoration or other works. Many of these are generic, but some are bespoke to the
subject property.
Many defects are avoidable or can be dealt with for little cost if discovered early on before major
deterioration occurs. Many ‘improvements’ (e.g. new roofs, replacement windows, rendering/cladding
elevations etc.,), usually become necessary because of a lack of maintenance over the years.
In recent years there has been an increasing awareness of safety matters and yet many homeowners
have no safety or security strategy.
The following is an attempt to provide some guidance on the matters that should be looked at as part of a
routine maintenance programme. It requires you to inspect your property on a routine basis and to deal
with defects as and when they arise, to help keep the building in good order.
Ensure that when you purchase the property you know where the following are located: stop cocks and all
turn off and drain off points for plumbing, hot water and heating; fuse boxes and alarm control boxes; gas,
electricity and water (if any) meters; inspection chambers for drainage; all inspection and rodding points
internally for drainage; access traps to roof and sub-floor voids; any other access points within the
building. You should also ensure that you have been given clear instructions as to how to operate the
various systems within the house. All guarantees and other documentation to the property should be
passed over to you.
This should not be seen as a rigid timetable. It may need amending and should be re-assessed once a
programme has been introduced. Additional points may need attention in some houses and others may
have fewer points to check. Always keep receipts, guarantees and reports for any works to the fabric of
the building as these would help build up into a maintenance manual for future reference.
Regularly
•

Check safety arrangements:- .
Check extinguishers, fire blankets, and smoke alarms are correctly positioned. Check functioning of
smoke alarms, etc. Doors and windows are unobstructed and keys are nearby in case of
emergency. No trailing wires, overloading of plug points or dangerous use of circuits. No
unattended electrical appliances left on unnecessarily. Flammable materials stored safely. Where
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Double-Glazing installed with no easily openable windows, ensure metal punch and hammer are
close to hand in order to be able to smash panes in case of emergency.
•

Check security arrangements:No damaged security bars/grilles or wires to any system installed. External doors and windows
locked when property left unoccupied or at night (have keys nearby). Check functioning of security
systems, etc.

•

Check easily accessible pipes, joints, and valves to plumbing/heating systems for leaks.

•

Check for damaged window panes.

•

Check in roof space during prolonged wet weather periods for signs of rain or snow penetration.
Also, check ceilings below flat roofs during wet weather for signs of leaks. After periods of driven
snow carefully remove any snow that may have penetrated roof void.

Periodically (more than once a year)
•

Run through Fire and Security drills.

•

Clear gutters, hopper heads, gullies and valleys, as necessary, particularly between months of
September and May (or during leaf fall). Clear snow from gutters and valleys but do not use metal
snow shovels, which may cause damage. Look for any damage/leaks.

•

Test Earth Circuit Breakers on electrical circuits.

•

Inspect surfaces of all roofs particularly during September prior to winter. Look for damaged or
missing slates/tiles, lifted or split flashings, cracked or loose mortar to ridge/hip tiles and edge
pointing. Look for splits, ripples, or blisters to flat roof surfaces and ensure that chippings are evenly
laid.

•

Check chimney pots and stacks, as well as copings to parapets for signs of movement or being
loose, cracked.

•

Lift drain inspection covers, check drains and clear silting or anything that may cause blockage.

•

Check all external woodwork for signs of rot or deterioration. Check for functioning and ease if
necessary. Check sash cords, hinges, and latches for functioning.

•

Check internal wall surfaces for signs of damp and call in a surveyor if problem suspected.

•

Inspect all accessible woodwork internally for signs of rot, mould, or fungal growths as well as for
signs of recent insect infestation (most likely to be noted in April/May). Call in a surveyor if problems
suspected. Check junctions between frames and walls are kept in good condition.

•

Inspect wall surfaces for signs of cracking and if cracks appear, or progressively worsen, call for
professional advice.

•

If damp treatment/eradication has been necessary in the recent past (or dampness has existed and
needs monitoring), carry out damp testing to walls until such time as the damp walls are no longer
giving above normal readings and there is certainty that dampness has been dealt with satisfactorily.

•

Cut down/prune vegetation around the building (September-March). Check and keep under control
all growths of small trees/shrubs on site.

•

Check all water and heating pipes (open access hatches where necessary) for leakage. Check
functioning of all water stop valves. Ensure adequate lagging to pipes. If property left unoccupied
for any length of time have plumbing and heating systems properly turned off and drained down.

•

Check all insulation in roof. Ensure it is adequate (min. 6 inches) and properly laid (not in eaves,
below water tanks or over wiring). Also, check roof space for signs of leakage.

Annually
•

Heating/Hot water systems need servicing annually. [N.B. only Gas Safe registered engineers are
allowed to work on gas fittings etc.]. Oil fuelled system servicing is needed two/three times a year.

•

Where there are chimney flues have these swept and checked by a NACS chimney sweep.
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1.0 Summary
•

Inspect sub-floor void and clear any rubbish etc., found. Have void investigated if infestation
suspected.

•

Have fire and security systems serviced (or in accordance with manufacturer’s or installer’s
recommendations).

•

Check condition of pointing and if erosion is greater than approx. 0.25 inch arrange for specialist
inspection and perhaps re-pointing weathered areas with an appropriate mortar mix (no harder than
bricks).

5-yearly
•

If property is thatched or considered particularly vulnerable have electrical circuits tested (by NICEIC
qualified electrician) and updated to comply with IEE regulations as necessary.

•

External redecoration (or as frequently as you find necessary). You may find that some elevations
suffer more rapid deterioration due to orientation and prevailing weather and might need attention
every few years. If so you may find it appropriate to phase external redecoration to suit the specific
situation, as other elevations may need attention less frequently. NOTE When redecorating include
maintenance of surfaces such as filling, repairs to woodwork, putties, and any sealants and ensure
proper functioning of all doors and windows during and after redecorating.

•

Re-assess condition of whole building.

10-yearly
•

Have electrical circuits tested (by NICEIC qualified electrician) and updated to comply with IEE
regulations as necessary.

•

Internal redecoration (or as frequently as you desire).
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2.0 GENERAL MATTERS
2.01

GENERAL STATEMENTS & LIMITATIONS

In this report your attention may be drawn to some areas of the property that we were unable to inspect.
For reasons explained in detail we may have recommended further investigations before your purchase
proceeds or at least made you aware of matters which you should fully consider before you purchase. It
may well be that further investigations may reveal the need for additional repairs which could alter the
figure at which you should purchase the property.
We strongly recommend you read all the report and then consider, with our help if you wish, the wisest
course of action. Personal circumstances and the nature of the property under consideration are very
often relevant in the purchase decision.
Our aim is to give you as much information as we are able at this time to allow you to make up your mind,
possibly to bring some matters to the attention of your solicitor and to help you keep the property in good
condition if you decide to purchase.
If you rely on any interpretation of legal documents, and/ or assumptions as to any legal position, such
matters must be checked with a suitably qualified Legal Advisor. No responsibility or liability is accepted
for the true interpretation of the legal position as it relates to you, or other parties. Should any legal
investigation contradict any interpretation, or assumptions stated in this report, such matters will need to
be referred to us in order that the report or advice can be confirmed, or amended.
It is only when all the above matters have been properly considered that you will be in a position to make
a fully informed decision on a major purchase of this nature.
This report reflects the condition of the property at the date of our inspection. It must be accepted that
defects may arise due to a number of factors, for example adverse weather conditions, vandalism or
accidental damage by the building owner between the date of our inspection and your taking occupation
of the property.
Due to the nature and age of this property high alumina cement concrete or calcium chloride additive is
unlikely to have been used in its construction. However, it is not possible to be specific without opening
up parts of the structure to state that other deleterious materials, which could give rise to future problems,
have not been used. We have assumed during our inspection that no deleterious or hazardous materials
or techniques have been used and that the inspection of those parts, which cannot be seen, would not
reveal material deficiencies or defects.
A full and comprehensive inspection of the structure below ground level would be a substantial task
involving excavation of the ground around the building and is outside of the scope of this survey.
The main wall, roofs, chimneys, gutters and all high-level areas have been examined from ground level
and openable, available window locations only.
Internal wall, ceiling and partition plaster or other finish have not been hacked off in order to determine
the condition of the structure behind; however a number of areas had already been opened up to enable
inspection. Similarly, external render, boarding or other finish have not been removed to examine the
structure behind.
The presence of fitted carpet and other floor coverings may have prevented a detailed inspection of the
floor surfaces and the structure below. The presence of furnishings, furniture, belongings, fitted furniture,
etc. may have presented further encumbrances. Whilst it may have been possible to lift unfitted carpet/
floor covering edges in corners of rooms in order to inspect limited areas of floor surfaces, the widespread
lifting of floorboards was not possible. A full and comprehensive inspection of the floors and structure
below, involving the large-scale lifting of carpets, floorboards, movement of furniture etc. would be a
substantial task and is outside of the scope of this survey.
The service installations have not been tested or inspected in detail. Comments have been included
within this report with regard to the general age and adequacy of the systems concerned based on a
visual inspection only to areas where the services were readily accessible. If a full detailed inspection
and report relating to the services installed is required, it is recommended that a fully qualified services
engineer be retained specifically for this purpose.
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The property was not occupied but there was furniture and belongings remaining form the last occupants
at the time of survey, which impeded our detailed inspection of the perimeter walls, floors and partitions.
Small objects in small quantities may have been moved where practical and possible.
No detailed Local Authority enquiries have been made as this should normally be undertaken by the
Purchaser’s Solicitor as part of the Local Searches.
All further enquiries, recommendations on exploratory work, investigation etc., recommended within this
report should be undertaken prior to exchange of contracts.
The report is for the sole use of the addressee only and there is no liability expressed or implied to any
other persons who may use or read this report. This report may not be reproduced, published or used in
abstract in any way without the express written authority of Whitworth’s.

SOLICITOR’S CHECKLIST

2.02

In conjunction with normal searches, enquiries of the Vendor, etc., the following points should be checked
with your solicitor prior to exchange of contracts to ensure retention of any rights or guarantees which
should be reserved for you and to clarify any liabilities you may have to others.
(1)

The ownership and repairing obligations of perimeter walls/ fences and clarification of the
boundaries.

(2)

Check if any disputes have arisen with any of the adjoining neighbours or any other parties
having an interest in and around the site, land and buildings.

(3)

Check any ownership and liability or responsibility to maintain roads, footpaths, accessways,
drives, etc. around to or across the property.

(4)

Check whether there are any rights of way, or right of access in favour of this property or
over adjoining land or rights that may exist to enter adjacent property or whether others have
rights over the subject property e.g. for access purposes or to maintain part of the subject or
neighbouring property which is on or close to the boundary.

(5)

Establish whether any flooding has ever occurred or if there are any over ground or
underground watercourses or other “passages” (e.g. tunnels under or near the property).

(6)

Ask the owners whether they or their predecessors have removed any trees from the
gardens.

(7)

Obtain copies of the relevant planning and building regulations approvals relating to past
alterations, major works, extensions, etc. and your solicitors should make enquiries as to
whether the appropriate inspections were carried out and certificates issued.

(8)

Confirm the presence, extent and validity of any certificates of guarantee and accompanying
reports and plans in general. Particularly if the property has been fitted with cavity wall
insulation, double glazing, has had remedial work undertaken such as damp proofing, timber
treatment, underpinning, etc.

(9)

Establish if any underpinning or other structural works have been undertaken in the last 25
years by the present or previous owners.

(10)

Establish if there is or has been a boiler maintenance contract and if there are any heating
installation guarantees and Gas Safe Certification.

(11)

Establish whether the electrical service has been tested within the past ten years and obtain
copies of all relevant documentation and certification.

(12)

Whether there are any wayleaves, easements, rights, etc. over this or neighbouring land or
whether any utility service has been granted permission for pipework or similar to be laid
over or under the subject property.

(13)

Check whether there are any covenants or encumbrances of an onerous or restrictive nature
which may affect the building and as to whether there are any environment matters planned
which could be to the detriment of the area.
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(14)

Establish if there are any outstanding credit agreements (these may relate to kitchen fittings,
double glazing, central heating or similar retro fit).

I have assumed that the value of the property is not affected by any matters which would be revealed by
a Local Search, Replies to Enquiries before Contract, or by a Statutory Notice, and that neither the
property, nor its condition, use nor proposed use is, or will be, unlawful.
I would be happy to provide further advice should your solicitor raise any issues of concern.

2.03

GENERAL DESCRIPTION & HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The building was Grade II listed in 1996 and the listing document states;
“House. C17 core with C18 and C19 exterior. Timber-framed, part roughcast, part brick faced. Square
roughcast panels to the upper storey of the front; painted brick to the lower storey. Plain tiled roof with a
moulded timber eaves cornice. Probably originally jettied on the front and along the south gable: a bulge
along the gable wall lines up with the top of the brickwork, which may under build a jetty along the front.
Now in an isolated position as the sole survivor of a former continuous row of buildings along the east
side of High Baxter Street. EXTERIOR: 2 storeys and attics: 2 window range: sashes with a single vertical
glazing bar in flush cased frames. 2 gabled dormers in the front slope of the roof with plain bargeboards
and spike finials have small-paned 2-light casement windows. 2 dormers also in the rear slope. An off
centre entrance door in a plain wood doorcase with flat cornice hood. The chimney-stack at the north end
has a shaft of Tudor bricks. INTERIOR: plain main cross-beams exposed on the ground floor and in one
upper room the wall plates and main beams. The timbers are plain with chamfers. The roof was renewed
in the C18, when an extension along the rear widened the building.”
A Heritage Asset Assessment prepared by Nicholaas Joubert Historic Building Consultant Ltd in July
2017 on behalf of the vender, details the historical development of the house and concludes that the
building is actually fifteenth century in origin with the external first floor timber framed walls surviving from
this date. Much of the ground floor structure has been reconstructed in brickwork over a number of
phases. The last seemingly being the bricking up of what may have been a shop window on the West
elevation facing High Baxter Street.
The property has a traditional timber cut roof finished with plain clay tiles covering to the main part of the
house.
The building is the last remaining historic building in the central section of High Baxter Street. It was
formerly part of a terrace, with buildings abutting the North and South gables, but it is now detached. The
adjoining buildings, according to the Ordnance Survey Maps, were removed sometime between 1966 and
1972. At this time the North and South gable walls would have been partly reformed and rendered.
There is a lean-to kitchen extension to the rear, which is finished in modern concrete interlocking tiles.
The kitchen is abutted to the East by a lean-to conservatory type structure, which has been serving as a
utility room; referred to as belonging to flat 3 on the ground plans shown in fig.1. There is clear evidence
from the marks on the chimneys and North wall of this structure that the roof over the kitchen was once
steeper, therefore the present roof may be a modern replacement formed when the adjoining property
was demolished.
The floors are a mixture of solid concrete and suspended timber at ground floor with suspended timber
floors at first and second floor level.
There is a modern suspended timber floor over the small cellar located beneath the position of the main
staircase and what appears to be a mostly modern suspended timber floor to the ground floor room to the
North side of the entrance hall.

2.04

LOCATION & NEIGHBOURHOOD

The property is located in the centre of the town on the East side of High Baxter Street and is surrounded
with car parking immediately to the North South and East. Further to the South is a modern block of flats
and further to the North there is a carpark and a modern ancillary building serving Marks and Spencer.
The West front elevation faces the rear delivery entrances to the shops located along the West side of
The Buttermarket. One of these is presently being partly converted into flats.
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2.05

HIGHWAYS & TRANSPORTATION

The building adjoins the footpath of High Baxter Street; there is no onsite parking.

2.06

ORIENTATION

The front of the house faces west. Externally references to “left” and “right” will be as if facing the
elevations from the road or gardens/ grounds. Internally such references will be as if facing the wall/
element looking out from the centre of the room.

2.07

ACCOMMODATION

The existing layout plans for the ground, first and second floor are set out below in Fig.1 below. These
plans have been taken from Nicolaas Joubert’s ‘A Heritage Asset Assessment of 11 High Baxter Street,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk’, dated July 2017; prepared on behalf of the vendor.

Fig.1: The existing ground, first and second floor plans. The areas highlighted green represent the most
recent alterations assumed to have been undertaken in the twentieth century.
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2.08

TENURE

This is the purchase of a Freehold interest. I assume that this Freehold interest is unencumbered has no
unusual/ onerous restrictions and is not subject to the payment of any rent charge or any other unusual
outgoing, which may affect the property. I also assume that the property has good title.

2.09

SOIL TYPE

I have conducted no excavations to expose the footings/ foundations or the sub-soils beneath. Therefore,
I cannot comment on the below-ground nature or conditions. An accurate assessment cannot be made
without sub-soil testing.

2.10

PLANNING MATTERS

The property is located within the district of West Suffolk (previously Forest Heath & St Edmundsbury
Councils). The property is listed Grade II and located within the Bury St Edmunds Town Centre
Conservation area.
The last Listed Building and Planning application submitted by the vender relates to works to enable the
conversion to a single house. The planning application DC/17/1849/HH and Listed Building Consent
application DC/17/1850/LB were submitted in 2017 for alterations and extending the building. The
Planning Application was granted but the Listed Building Consent was refused.
In 2007 Listed Building Consent SE/07/1068, was granted for the replacement of the first floor cement
render to the West elevation with a colour washed lime render. This work was started but never
completed.
I am not aware of any proposals that might adversely impact the subject property, but during local
searches should your solicitor uncover information about any planning matter that concerns you please
let me know.

Design & Restrictions on Future Development
The original house was adapted to convert into a house of multiple occupancy (HMO) in modern times,
this included inserting a brick partition wall across the main reception room; plasterboard lining over many
of the walls and ceilings; forming an additional shower room and WC at first floor level and creation of a
flat at second floor level. I do not foresee any objections to removing these interventions to return the
building to its earlier arrangement and revealing its concealed features.
The kitchen and utility sections are extensions that have been altered in modern times and would warrant
major re-working, subject to Listed Building and Planning approval.
The utility room could be removed and a new extension erected in its place to extend the kitchen and or
incorporate a new utility room and WC. Alternatively the existing kitchen could be converted to a WC and
utility room and an extension created to contain a new kitchen.

2.11

BUILDING CONTROL

I was unable to access any relevant building control applications during the local searches. I could not
see any specific contraventions, but without knowing when works were undertaken, I cannot say precisely
what regulations may have applied.
For the purposes of this report, I have assumed that, where necessary and appropriate, building
regulation approval, the passing of building plans, etc., were properly obtained in the past and that Local
Authority officers have undertaken the necessary inspections. Where we have not been able to find
documentation online this does not mean that work was done without approval just that no information is
available on the Council website. If, following local searches, it is found that some of the works were
undertaken without approval I would be pleased to provide further advice.
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I advise that a Council will not normally pursue non-compliance if the work had been undertaken over one
year ago, poses no public health risk and there is no dangerous structure issue. Therefore, even if your
solicitor finds no record of past work (where it is reasonable to assume that the work may have required
building regulation approval), it is not something that would normally be appropriate to pursue, or
significantly influence your decision to purchase. The exception might be where there is clearly a defect
or problem. In this report, I have commented on such matters, where appropriate.
Building Regulations cannot be applied retrospectively. However, if some aspect of work in the past has
not received building regulation approval (and should have), it may be possible to ‘regularise’ the work.
What this entails, and whether it is practical or worthwhile, would have to be carefully considered, as
regularisation can often mean undertaking a lot more work than dealing with the specific contravention
item.
All but the most modern of buildings would have some element to them, or feature, that would not comply
with modern Building Regulations. With older buildings, it is more likely that certain elements or features
would fall below modern standards. Of course, with a historic building, there may be very few parts of it
(if any) that would comply with modern regulations. It is often impractical and unrealistic to expect a
historic, or older, building to comply.
It is not the purpose of this report to highlight shortcomings in this respect. I will only mention the need for
upgrading to modern standards where it is thought to be appropriate for safety reasons, if it is practical to
do so or if it is reasonable to undertake such matters during other works.
You will be aware that any future structural work, extension, etc. would require either formal Building
Regulation Approval or involvement of the Local Authority Officers under the “Building Notice” procedure.

2.12

GENERAL REMARKS

All documentation relating to past works should be passed over and inspected by your solicitor before
exchange of contracts. Where appropriate, such as with valid guarantees, the benefit of the documents
should be properly transferred upon completion of the transaction.

3.0 BUILDING ELEMENTS
3.01

ROOF & RAINWATER DISPOSAL

Roof Coverings
The roof to the main part of the property is double pitched with ridge parallel to the front and with gable ends
to the North and South. The roof slopes are covered with clay tiles and clay ridge tiles. There is a large brick
chimney stack with lead flashings on the North gable and another stack close to the South gable.
The clay tile coverings are all in fair to good condition with no serious defects. There is some tile
displacement on the West elevation (as seen from the front) which may be due to rotten battens or nail
fatigue, which will need further investigation and repair. Whilst this is being looked at I recommend the roofer
undertake a general check of the roof coverings and overhaul as found necessary.
Without knowing the age of the tiles I cannot say when replacement may be necessary. My suspicion is that
the tiles are probably 40-50 years old. Such tiles usually have a useful effective life of around 60 years.
Therefore, it is possible that within the next decade or so you will find overhaul and some replacement being
necessary more frequently. At some point within the next 10-20 years it is likely that the covering may need
to be replaced.
The lean-to kitchen roof sloping West to East, is finished in concrete interlocking tiles. There is a single flue
chimney stack on the North side of the roof.
There is lichen / moss growth over the slope to the lean-to and due to the slightly low pitch there may be a
tendency for moss to form. None of this is causing a major problem and need not be a concern. However, if
build-up become significant careful removal may then be appropriate (i.e. not by jet washing). Usually a
chemical treatment can be applied and once the lichen and/or moss has died it can be washed off gently.
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The gazed roof over the utility / conservatory is of an aluminium framed structure and in a very poor condition
and will require total replacement if this part of the structure is to be retained. There is a single flue chimney
stack on the North side of the roof and adjoining this is a small section of corrugated Asbestos or Cement
roof panel that will need to be replaced.

Structure

Fig.2: View looking North along the main roof towards the North gable from the attic hatch in the second
floor kitchen, showing water tanks at the north end of the roof.
The roof to the main property is a timber structure of conventional cut rafter construction with collar ties
which also act as ceiling joists. Looking at the old aerial photographs of High Baxter Street it would
appear that up until the 1960’s only the northern dormer window on the West slope of the roof was in
existence, so the roof may have been retiled when the second dormer was added.
The rear lean-to roof structure over the kitchen was not accessible, so not inspected, but would appear to
have replaced an earlier steeper structure.
Where visible the roof slopes are noted to have black bituminous linings. These linings also indicate that
re-covering probably took place about 30-50 years ago.
The slopes externally are level with no major undulations, etc. Internally the roof structures appear sound
with no sign of movement or weakness. There has been strengthening of the roof when the covering was
changed and where visible close to the attic hatch in the second floor kitchen it appears that the second
floor horizontal ceiling joists were partly replaced at the same time. There is no sign of any ongoing
movement or problems.
Within the living room of the second floor flat the horizontal ceiling is finished in old plaster containing a
number of cracks. There is damp staining around these cracks suggesting there may be a leak in the roof
above; but the void over this area is not accessible, so it is not possible at this stage to say whether there
are defects to the roof above or ceiling structure.
It is not possible to inspect every roof timber because some parts of the roof construction are
inaccessible. Where the roof structure is not accessible for inspection it was assessed by consideration
of the ceilings below and/ or slopes above. The plasterboard ceiling in one of the front West facing, first
floor rooms has been removed and this revealed not only the second-floor structure but also the secondfloor ashlar walls and the lower sections of the rafters to the West roof slope. No major defects were
detected, but it is apparent that some of the roof rafters are salvaged ones that have been reused.
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Fig.3: View of the roof structure and second floor ashlar walls on the West side of the roof from the first
floor.

Rainwater Goods & Disposal
All the rainwater goods to the property are of painted PVC. These all appear to be in poor condition with
leaking joints. I would expect that all the rainwater goods will need replacing in the short term. It would be
worth considering replacing with metal rainwater goods more in keeping with the ages of the property
As it was not raining at the time of our inspection, it is not possible to comment on the performance of
rainwater goods or surface water disposal. Inadequate disposal of rainwater can cause serious problems
in a building including damp, timber decay and structural movement. Keeping gutters and downpipes (and
the drains to which they connect) clean and in good condition is therefore always important.
Where the system discharges below ground it is assumed to be connected to satisfactory surface water
drainage system or underground soakaways. However, as these areas are below ground, they cannot be
inspected or checked.

3.02

CHIMNEYS & FIREPLACES

Fig.4: View of the concealed ground floor fireplace on the North gable wall and the timber boarded floor.
The chimney stack on the North gable has been re-rendered in the same cement render as the rest of the
North gable. There is vertical cracking in the render on the North face which may be the result of some
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movement associated with blocking up of a fireplace opening on the North side at the base of the
chimney when the adjoining property was demolished. The damp patches evident on the wall internally
on the North wall behind the chimney at first floor, suggest water is penetrating through the chimney. This
could be coming through the cracked render or also down the chimney if the flaunching, which cannot be
seen from the ground, has failed. The render now requires stripping, the chimney repairing and rerendered in a lime based render. The top of the chimney will require repair / partial rebuilding and repointing. The large ground floor fireplace concealed behind a modern false wall has lost a large section of
its timber bressumer beam and the opening has been partly bricked up. If the fireplace is to be reinstated
to its original dimensions the missing section of beam will require replacing along with the possible
installation of a concealed lintel to help support the brickwork above. The advice of a Structural Engineer
will be required to determine the most appropriate method of restoring the fireplace and the Conservation
Officer will need to be consulted at an early stage. If the fireplace is to be brought back into use the
chimney will also require internal inspection and lining.
The chimney stack at the South Gable requires re-pointing and if it is also to be bought back into use this
will need to be inspected internally and lined. The fireplace and chimney breast on the ground floor that
served the chimney is presently completely concealed by the internal lining wall across the South gable,
so its condition cannot be determined at this stage. The first floor fireplace has also been blocked up.
There is a chimney stack on the North wall of the kitchen, which has been taken down to roof level and
which projects beyond the line of the North wall; this may have also served the building (No.10), to the
North that has been demolished. The stack above roof level has been rebuilt and is a tall red brick, single
flued, free-standing stack. Internally the fireplace opening has had a lining wall built across it and kitchen
units fitted against it, so its condition cannot be assessed. This lining wall should be removed.
The free standing single flue brick chimney that serves the utility room is also set against the North wall.
The bottom of the stack is supported on a concrete slab lintel at high level which forms type of fireplace
opening that now contains the gas boiler. The chimney is in very poor condition and will require taking
down and rebuilding if it is intended to keep it.
It will be necessary to have a chimney sweep and flue specialist inspect and advise on the condition.
The sweep should be a member of NACS and will be able to give advice on the safe use.

3.03

WALLS

Foundations
Considering the age and type of building, we suspect that the walls are founded on shallow foundations.
The precise depths of footings and/or foundations are not known and where the building has been
extended at various periods the depths could be different. We cannot say whether the building has ever
been underpinned based on visual inspection.
It is not possible for me to comment on the adequacy of the footing/ foundation based on a physical
inspection. Likewise, I am unable to advise upon the bearing capacity of the sub-soil beneath the
foundations. To obtain information relating to the foundations or sub-soils would require the excavation of
trial holes around the bases of the main walls, which is outside the scope of this survey.
Although we cannot confirm the stability of the walls from inspection of the footings/ foundations, I have
drawn what conclusions I can from the surface evidence available at the time of inspection. It is only if
there is any visible sign of recent or active structural failure or that I would consider advising a detailed
examination of the foundations, which is not considered necessary in this instance.
During my inspection no evidence of subsidence, heave or landslip was noted. The site slopes to the East
and South and there is a large drop in levels along the East and West boundaries, where concrete
retaining walls have been built to support the garden walls, see fig. 4. One filled crack was noted on the
south east corner of the boundary wall, but no further defects were noted. The property is located on
Glacial Sand and Gravel (according to what could be assessed online) and the risk of subsidence or
heave is thought to be low. Problems could however be encountered with is type of underlying strata if
the below ground drainage has leaked as the sand and gravel could be washed away. There is no visual
evidence that this has occurred.
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Fig.5: View of the boundary retain wall looking from the car park to the south east.
My comments regarding the present structural condition should not be taken as a guarantee as to future
stability. It is always important to ensure that there is adequate insurance cover. This should include
cover against risk of future movement in the form of subsidence, heave, and landslip. Such cover should
be arranged from the date of exchange of contracts. In this instance, I do not believe that the subject
property poses an unacceptable risk to an insurer competent and experienced in providing cover for
buildings of this type and age. However, should you have trouble in obtaining insurance on this property I
would be prepared to assist you further.

Structure - External & Internal
Most of the ground floor structure is solid masonry, with sections of the East and West elevations showing
evidence of major rebuilding. That on the south end of the front, West elevation may be the result of a
shop window having been infilled; the Ordnance Map of 1885, (see the appendix), does seem to indicate
a property dividing line running East to West across the main building that corresponds with the position
of the southern wall of the entrance hall, which separates it from the former large room, which is itself now
sub-divided by a modern brick partition wall. The 1885 map also shows structures adjoining the southern
end of the rear East elevation at the location where the ground floor section of the elevation has been
partly rebuilt.
Much of the first floor external wall structure is timber framed and much of this is concealed; the historic
development of the building is set out in Nicholas Joubert’s report.

Elevations & External Finishes
Externally the property is finished in painted cement render; painted brick and exposed brickwork.
The walls are in a poor decorative condition, particularly to the North gable and chimney; the North
elevation of the kitchen and utility room; the West elevation and in places to the rear of the property.
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I believe the area to the North gable end is suffering from some water ingress around the chimney as
there was evidence of damp internally at first floor level at the time inspection. These areas will need local
repair or complete replacement. It is during such work that inspection of the concealed frame will be
possible.
It is likely that the present render on the North and South gables dates from when the adjoining buildings
were demolished, which is believed to have occurred in the late 1960’s.
The first-floor render on the West elevation is an incomplete lime-based render that was started after
consent was given in 2007 to replace a failing cement-based render; see the photographs on the
appendix. The render base coat and timber grounds to form framing to the panels was applied but
nothing more. The render will now require replacement.
A section of plaster had been removed on the West external wall in a first-floor bedroom and this has
revealed a mixture of old timber framing later replacements and a small section of old wattle and daub
infill. There were also areas of sheep wool insulation, presumably inserted when the West wall was
stripped and partially re-rendered.
The first-floor render on the East elevation has a smooth finish and appears to be much older in date than
that to the gables.

Fig.6: View of the inside of the West external wall at first floor level, showing the timber frame, remaining
panel of wattle and daub infill and sheep wool insulation.

Internal Surfaces & Finishes
The internal walls are a mixture of solid and stud partitioning with plaster and plasterboard finishes.
The walls are in fair condition but in poor decorative order and will need redecoration. There are areas of
modern plasterboard lining that will require removal and substantial sections have already been taken off
to expose the original finishes; where it has been removed no major issues have been revealed.
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The first-floor bathroom is now just a floorless shell and along with the shower room and WC will require
stripping, re-tiling and re-fitting if they are to be retained in their current arrangement.

Fig.7: View looking into the south east corner of the ground floor rear room showing the dampness to
both the floor and walls – the floor has subsequently dried.

3.04

FLOORS

I have inspected the surfaces of floors where possible. I have not raised any floorboards because to do
so would damage the boards and decoration of the property. My comments are based only on those
parts that I have inspected. Whilst I have taken all reasonable care, hidden timber infestation could be
present to floor timbers that I was unable to inspect.
The ground floors of the property are a mixture solid concrete and timber suspended floors.
The floor to the rear south east room and front south east room are solid concrete; that in the rear south
east room was wet during one inspection as was the adjoining external South wall. It is not clear where
the water on the floor has come from; it is suspected it may be from a leak from the water pipework within
the house or soaking through from the downpipe on the external side of the wall or a combination of both.
The wet floor had dried out by the time of the third inspection.

Fig.8: View looking West under the suspended floor of the front north east ground floor room.
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The floor to the front north west room is a suspended timber floor as is the adjoining hall. The floor joists
run North to South over timber bearers that run East to West. There is a ventilation grill to the underside
of the door step to the front door, but no evidence of any other under floor ventilation. The underside of
the floor is visible from within the cellar. The bearer joists are supported off the earth by fairly rudimentary
supports and some appear to be blockwork, which suggests the floor has been repaired or replaced in
modern times. There are also a few old floor boards lying in the void; see fig.6.
The floor in the kitchen is lined over with a timber based boarding and vinyl finish and it was not possible
to determine the nature of the underlying structure.
The ground floors are sound with no evidence of shrinkage or movement. It is not known when these
were formed, but it is likely that the floors were re-formed.
The first and second floors are of suspended timber with boarding. There is no excessive springiness
and the floors appear sound with no evidence of movement or other defects. The removal of one first floor
ceiling shows that there is a mixture of old and more modern joists; the older ones are narrower than
those forming the first floor and do not appear to have been exposed as those on the ground floor once
were.

Fig.9: View of the second-floor structure viewed from the first-floor bedroom.
The boarding in the first floor bathroom has failed due to water ingress and all the boarding has been
removed. Full reconstruction will be required, hopefully integrating the original floor joists.

3.05

CEILINGS

The ceilings at ground floor were originally formed under the first-floor joists above. These are of lath and
plaster. In modern times plasterboard has been nailed or screwed to the joists above or to lining timbers
fitted to the underside of the original ceilings, and then skimmed and decorated.
The ceilings at first floor level are formed under the second-floor joists. These also are a mixture of
decorated older plaster and plasterboard.
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Plasterboard linings have been removed in two ground floor rooms and one of the first-floor bedrooms to
expose the old ceilings so these can be assessed. This has revealed the original large section joists in
the ceilings of the ground floor and remains of the original infill lime plaster. Most of the joists appear to
be in sound condition, but further assessment will be required especially those beneath the first-floor
bathroom that have been affected by water saturation for a long period.
Much of the second floor is finished in modern plaster, presumably incorporated when the second dormer
on the West elevation was added and the modern partition walling added.
There are areas of hairline cracks to the horizontal ceilings at first and second floor level. These will need
to be investigated to determine if there has been any serious detachment of plaster and or lathing. It
should be possible to stabilize the old plasters and fill the cracks during the renovation works if any
damage is found not to be extensive.

Fig.10: View of the ceiling structure beneath the first-floor bathroom ceiling, showing the softwood ceiling
joists fitted to the underside of the original floor joists.

3.06

JOINERY

External Joinery
The windows are timber; those to the front West elevation are double hung traditional boxed double hung
sashes probably of late nineteenth or early twentieth century origin.
The painted panelled front door shown in the photographs from 2007 included in the appendix has since
been replaced with a modern door of inappropriate design for the age of the property. I would recommend
this door be replaced with a four of six panelled painted timber door; any replacement will require Listed
Building Consent. The cornice head to the door case is missing and will require reconstruction.
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To the perimeter of the property there are timber fascias, soffits and barge boards. These are in poor
condition with extensive rot and debonding decoration. I was unable to see the full condition of all the
fascia boards due to the presence of the rainwater goods. Looking at the condition of the exposed timber
I predict that a significant proportion will need replacement and redecoration. I suggest that when these
repairs and replacements undertaken the rainwater goods also be replaced.

Internal Joinery
The internal joinery, which includes the doors, architraves and skirting’s, are in poor condition – due to
wear and tear - and require extensive redecoration. All the original interior doors have been replaced with
plain single panelled fire doors and all the modern doors are of a similar design. All these doors would
warrant replacement with ones to a more appropriate design.
The staircase leading to the first floor is of timber construction with timber strings treads and risers. It
does not appear to be of great age and is probably of late Victorian or early twentieth century origin. It is
in fair condition with no evidence of major movement under foot. It is a very steep staircase and I
recommend that new handrails are incorporated to both sides if to be kept in its present configuration. If
the staircase could be turned around so it risers up from the opposite direction it would be a great
improvement as there is presently only a very small landing at the top of the stair and the bottom of the
second floor staircase.
The staircase leading to the second floor is of timber construction with timber strings treads and risers.
This staircase has been partly reconstructed in modern times but is older than that which leads from
ground to first floor. This is in fair condition with no evidence of major movement under foot. It is also a
steep staircase and I recommend that new handrails are incorporated to both sides.
The ground and second floor kitchens are fitted with base and wall units with melamine work surfaces;
these are dated, in poor condition and require complete replacement. If the building is to be returned to a
single occupancy dwelling the second floor kitchen will not require re-fitting.

3.07

TIMBER DECAY

Whilst I have taken all reasonable care, hidden timber infestation could be present in areas that I was
unable to inspect. Unless timbers have been treated in the past, hidden outbreaks might exist. If
guarantees exist for past works please be aware that the guarantee will only cover the areas treated. It is
important to note that in many buildings the timbers that are likely to be most vulnerable will be those that
are concealed and difficult to treat; therefore, probably not having been treated in the past.

Fungal Decay (‘Rot’)
During my limited inspection I did not find any evidence of major timber decay apart from the damage
caused to the first floor bathroom. Generally, the environmental conditions within the property are
conducive to rot and it is possible that it may exist, especially in the areas adjoining where the bathroom
floor boarding has failed.
It is only if leaks or damp occur that the risk of rot would increase. If the property is kept dry, I would not
anticipate any rot problems. As previously mentioned, there is rot to external joinery.
The cellar was inspected after removal of the old floor debris and no major issues were detected. The
walls and floor of the cellar will inherently be damp as there is no evidence that it has been tanked. It
would appear the cellar has been sealed up since the original access was removed and a new
suspended timber ground floor structure incorporated to the space under the staircase. If possible natural
ventilation should be incorporated to help reduced moisture and humidity levels, but the location in the
centre of the house will make this difficult to achieve. Alternatively it may be possible to install an electric
extractor fan with integral humidistat connected via ducting directly to the outside that would automatically
regulate the humidity levels within the cellar.
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Fig.11: View looking down into the cellar from within the recess under the main staircase before the
debris was removed.

Fig.12: View looking North within the cellar showing the modern floor joists and joist hangers attached to
the side of one of the original floor joists.

Wood-Boring Beetles
I did not see any evidence of live wood boring beetle to the visible timbers. Many of the timbers within the
property are however concealed and during future works these will be exposed. There is a possibility that
some infestation might be encountered to which targeted treatment may be appropriate. I would
recommend a full survey being undertaken by a timber infestation and decay company when the
plasterboard linings have been removed.
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3.08

MOISTURE

Fig.13: View of the West masonry wall of the kitchen wall, showing damp staining.

Low Level
The main house would not have been constructed with a DPC. Internal ground floor levels are at a very
similar level as external levels, but there is little scope to adjust this apart possibly on the East elevation
within the garden.
Damp staining is present on the West wall of the kitchen at low level, see fig.10 above. This may have
been caused in part by moisture being driven up the walls from the beneath the concrete floor slabs as
there will be no DPC within the wall. The affected plaster will require stripping and the wall re-plastered
possibly incorporating a barrier beneath to prevent further damp penetration and salts within the fabric
migrating to the surface.
The issues with the dampness within the cellar are set out above.

Other [Penetrating, Leaks]
There has been significant water ingress into the structure in the South East corner due to the internal
plumbing leaks from the first floor bathroom; the leak does not appear to be ongoing. Damp staining is
present on the lining wall over the East side of the southern chimney breast at ground floor level. This
may have been caused by the problems with the bathroom, but could equally be caused by penetrating
damp though the chimney. The fireplaces served by the chimney are blocked and there does not appear
to be any ventilation to the flues. It is not clear from ground level whether the chimney has been capped.
If it hasn’t water could be dropping down the flues; if the chimney is fully capped the flues will be in effect
sealed and vulnerable to condensation. If the fireplaces are not to be reopened the flues will need to be
ventilated at their bases and vented capping installed.

Condensation
Generally, the property does not suffer from the lack of ventilation. However, when refitting the kitchen
and bathrooms, new extractor fans must be fitted.
Keeping the property well ventilated (regularly opening of windows, for example) should also help reduce
the risk of condensation. It will also reduce the risk of condensation getting into the main frame voids and
causing hidden damage.
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3.09

DECORATIONS

External Decorations
The external decorations including the main elevations, fascia, soffits, barge boards and timber doors are
in poor condition and will require complete renewal within the short term. The masonry paint is peeling
and ideally this should be removed and replaced with a breathable paint finish.

Internal Decorations
The internal decoration is now in a poor condition. Total redecoration will be required as part of the
refurbishment and alteration works in the short term.

Floor Coverings
The floor coverings at ground floor include laminate boarding, vinyl. All require replacement.
The floor coverings at first-floor and second floor are carpets and vinyl and all require replacement.

Fig.14: View of the East elevation and showing the three chimney stacks on the North elevation and the
vegetation growing out the top of the boundary wall.

3.10

CONSERVATORY / UTILITY ROOM

To the rear the property there is a conservatory structure that has been functioning as utility room. The
room contains a single flued chimney on the solid North wall; the South face of the chimney supported on
a lintel spanning East to West across the room. The room also contains the gas boiler that is wall
mounted on the North wall with a balanced flue terminal through the East wall.
The room consists of low brick or block rendered and plastered walls to the East and South with single
glazed timber windows over. The roof consists of an aluminium framed glazed structure. There is a solid
concrete floor which is tiled. The condition of the utility room is now poor and it will require major repairs if
it is to be retained.

4.0

SERVICES

4.01

SERVICES OVERVIEW

The following services are connected to a mains supply: water, gas & electricity.
Services have not been tested. The following comments are based on a purely visual inspection as far as
it was possible and will indicate those defects that were apparent. I always recommend that if you wish to
satisfy yourself as to the condition and adequacy of services, you should obtain independent specialist
reports.
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4.02

PLUMBING (COLD & HOT WATER)

The property is on mains cold water supply. Most of the pipework throughout the property is in copper
where visible. This appears to be in variable condition. The water pressure has not been checked.
Hot water is provided by the gas boiler located in the utility room / conservatory.
It is noted that radiator pipework is run around skirting’s, etc., and not in the floor screed. It seems
unlikely that any pipes are in the floor, but this is not known for certain.
There is evidence of leaks in pipework and it is recommended the whole of the internal plumbing should
be replaced as part of the repair works.
The remaining sanitary ware throughout the property is in poor condition and requires replacement.
If you find the water hard and limescale is a problem, you might wish to install a water softener.

4.03

ELECTRICITY AND GAS

The Institute of Electrical Engineers (IEE) recommend that circuits be tested every 10 years or on change
of ownership/ occupancy. Unless the Vendor can provide a ‘valid’ test certificate, the circuits should be
tested. A qualified electrician (such as a member of the NICEIC) should undertake the testing. If urgent
works are identified, these works should be undertaken as a high priority. Other recommendations by the
electrician should be undertaken in due course, as appropriate.
The mains electricity meter is located within a cupboard located under the main staircase. There are
consumer units in each of the rooms due to the house having been split into multi occupancy and there is
a lot of surface mounted wiring concealed in trunking.
I assume that the vendor has the relevant test certificates regarding the electricity system. If the relevant
information is not available, I recommend that the system be tested.
Bearing in mind that much of the plasterboard lining to walls and ceilings will be removed during the
refurbishment work it is recommended that a full re-wiring is undertaken.
The gas supply enters the building adjacent to the South side of the front door.

4.04

SPACE HEATING

The heating is via the gas fired with a wall mounted boiler located within the utility room, which also heats
the water
I am unable to comment upon the condition of the boiler or upon the efficiency of the installation from
visual inspection; this would require detailed tests and calculations to be carried out by a qualified heating
engineer. Furthermore, I am unable to verify the output of the system and would stress that no
calculations were made to verify its adequacy for the property, or indeed for your specific requirements.
The property has wall mounted metal panel radiators throughout. The heating was not on at the time of
inspection.
The pipe runs are around skirting’s, etc. To now hide these in the floor would require major works and
you should either accept the pipes are visible (and paint them in with walls/skirting’s, etc.) or you could
box them in.
In light of the major works required to the building it would be recommended the present system will
require replacement in total.
We advise that the chimneys should have video surveys undertaken before being swept and lined if they
are to be brought back into use. They should then be regularly swept and inspected by a qualified
chimney sweep if to be used.
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4.05

DRAINAGE

The drainage will be via the mains drainage serving the town; no inspection has been undertaken to the
below ground system. A video survey of the drains is recommended to determine if there are any issues
with the system.
There is a substantial Buddleia growing from the location of the rear drains at the junction of the East wall
of the main house and the North wall of the kitchen. This may have compromised the drains and
replacement of some elements of the underground pipework could be necessary.

4.06

ENERGY CONSERVATION & THERMAL INSULATION

The Energy Performance Certificate, etc. will provide some guidance on the property and indicate where
some improvements may be appropriate, particularly with regard to insulation. However, whether the
recommended works are practical is something that would need careful consideration. There may be
some grants available for certain works and you could investigate this, but I am not qualified to advise on
such matters.

Roofs
There is loose laid insulation within the roof spaces this is fairly minimal; to bring this up to present day
standards further insulation could be laid to a total depth of c. 300mm. If the insulation is increased it will
be important to ensure that roof ventilation is maintained.

Tanks & Pipes
Most of the exposed and frost vulnerable pipes throughout the property have not been lagged. There are
two lagged water tanks in the attic. The water staining on the second floor ceiling beneath their location
may in part be a result of leaks or overflows from the tanks. The tanks should be removed and will not
require replacement if a combination boiler is installed.

Walls
Due to the age of the property I would not expect to find insulation within the walls. However, some
insulation may have been incorporated when the re-rendering of the front West elevation was undertaken.
If you would like to install insulation to the timber frame section of the building this is perhaps best done
externally by removing the render and installing the appropriate insulation and breathable membrane prior
to re-rendering. You could also consider the application of thermally efficient lime render to the external
elevations. I would not recommend adding insulation internally as this may create interstitial condensation
problems and internal insulation is not as efficient.

Windows
Most of the windows are single glazed and timber. Those to the main rooms are traditional boxed double
hung sashes of late nineteenth century or early twentieth century date. These will need overhauling, rebalancing, draft stripping and re-cording.
The second floor dormer windows are single glazed side hung casements; again these will require
overhauling.
There are also small modern fanlight and casement windows serving the first floor WC’s and shower
room and landing on the East elevation. These will require overhauling or ideally replacing in association
with the renovation works and any re-arrangement of the shower room, WC and bathroom.
Due to the proximity of the building to the road and car parks I would recommend installation of
secondary glazing to the windows; installing this will not only improve sound insulation but also reduce
heat loss.
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Floors
Given the age of the property I would not expect that there would be any form of insulation beneath the
floor slab. With a property such as this it is not usually appropriate to lay floor insulation because it
involves taking up the floors and laying new floors.
There may be scope to incorporate insulation in the voids to the first and second floors if these require
lifting for insertion of services, but we would not recommend the lifting of historic boarding that has not
been lifted before as it is very easy to cause damage to them.
It will be possible to fit insulation for noise reduction purposes in the reconstructed floor to the first floor
bathroom.

5.0 ENVIRONMENT
5.01

FIRE RISKS & SAFETY

There fire detectors installed throughout in the property and these are hardwired.
If to be retained this should be tested every 12 months if not more frequently to ensure that they are
functioning correctly. I would also recommend the installation of a fire extinguisher and fire blanket within
the kitchen, as this is the most likely area for fires to occur.
A carbon monoxide detector should be installed near the boiler which would alert you have any problems.
The staircase from the ground to first floor is very steep and there is only a small landing between the top
of the staircase and the base of the second floor staircase. There appears to be little scope to improve
the situation, but handrails to both sides of the wells would be an improvement. It may be possible to
move and re-configure the staircases, but if this is to be considered consultation with the Conservation
Officer will be required at an early stage and Listed Building Consent sort.

5.02

FLOODING

According to the government flood information service the property is on or near a very low flood risk
area. Very low risk means that each year this area has a chance of flooding of less than 0.1%. This takes
into account the effect of any flood defences in the area. These defences reduce but do not completely
stop the chance of flooding as they can be overtopped, or fail.
There is no evidence on site of the property having been affected by flooding.

5.03

HEALTH RISKS

Because of the type and age of the property, we would normally expect that lead or asbestos containing
materials would have been within the property. I would anticipate that most or all of these materials would
have been removed from the property during alteration or repair works.
Nonetheless, if you plan any major works to the property it would be advisable to have an asbestos
survey undertaken in case there are other asbestos containing materials (ACMs).
I am not aware of Radon being a problem in the area, but you may want to take further specialist advice
on this matter. It is thought unlikely that any special measures will be necessary.
Old plasters contain animal hair and lime, so care should be taken when handling these.

5.04

WILDLIFE

During my inspection I did not come across any protected species
I did not find any evidence of vermin in or around the building. The property is in an urban area and you
may have instances of limited vermin infestation particularly as the property has been empty and
neglected for some time.
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5.05

SECURITY

I always recommend the replacement of locks to external doors as soon as you take occupation.
As there is car parking on three sides, the rear of the building is always going to be quite accessible.
It would be important to reinstate a secure boundary on the North side of the garden as soon as possible
to deter intruders once the building has been purchased.
I would deem the security to the property is fair, but the addition of a monitored intruder alarm would be
prudent.

5.06

NATURAL DAYLIGHT & VENTILATION

The property has relatively large windows, allowing plenty of light penetrate all the rooms.
Ventilation throughout the property appears to be good. The addition of new mechanical ventilation
would be required as part of the refurbishment of the house in the bathrooms, WC’s and kitchen areas.

5.07

NOISE

The front to the house abuts the pavement to the road and there is car parking on three sides, so there
will be noise generated throughout the day.

6.0 THE SITE
6.01

BOUNDARIES

The boundary to the front of the property is defined by the footpath adjoining the road.
The boundaries to the North and South front are well defined by modern brick walls that rise directly from
the adjoining car parks.
Between the north east corner of the utility room and the north east corner of the garden there is
temporary section of boarding forming the boundary. It is assumed a section of wall or fencing failed and
was not replaced. This section of boundary requires immediate reconstruction to maintain privacy and
security.
The tops of the rendered North parapet walls to the kitchen and utility room are in a poor condition with
plant growth present; if to be retained these walls will require repair and re-rendering.
The remaining brick boundary walls are in fair condition but will needs periodic maintenance and repair.
When the Land Registry and/ or Deed plans are available, you should check the physical boundaries on
site against those shown on the plan(s). Your solicitor should advise you on which boundaries will be
your responsibility. We have not checked the boundaries for accuracy or encroachment.

6.02

GARDENS, GROUNDS & TREES

To the rear of the property is a fully paved garden. There is a large buddleia growing out from the vicinity
of the gully area adjoining the East elevation; this may well now be having an impact on the drains and
should be cut down and poisoned to prevent regrowth as soon as possible. The garden contained old
electrical white goods and a rotting sofa; all need immediate disposal.

6.03

PARKING & GARAGING

The property has no parking, garaging or outbuildings. There is no scope to create parking as the garden
is fully contained behind the building, so there is no direct street access.
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6.04

RIGHTS OF WAY

As far as are aware there are no rights of way over the property but this should be confirmed with your
solicitor.

6.05

NEIGHBOURING & NEARBY PROPERTIES

The neighbouring and nearby properties are residential, retail and offices and associated car parking. The
most obvious detrimental aspect regarding the immediate vicinity is that the building is overlooked from all
sides.

7.0 CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The property has been poorly maintained over recent years and extensive upgrading and repairs are now
required both externally and internally. The However, the property does have scope for improvement and
has the possibility of further extensions, subject to the necessary Local Authority approvals.
Provided the property suits your requirements and you are aware of what will be needed in the short and
longer term, none of the matters mentioned in this report are such that need cause undue concern apart
from the fact there may be unknown issues that may arise once the currently concealed elements of the
fabric of the building are fully revealed. The water leak that resulted in the failure of the bathroom floor
could have caused further damage, which is yet to be found. The timber debris lying in the cellar must be
removed as soon as possible to enable an inspection to determine if any rot has developed.
It is for you to ensure that the property suits your present and future requirements.
Apart from the matters mentioned in this report as requiring attention now or in the future, you should be
aware of any liability or responsibility for future maintenance and upkeep, particularly when the property is
a listed building, where there are shared or common parts and where there are any special or particular
liabilities.
This report sets out the defects, some of which are of a major nature, and will need to be dealt with under
a comprehensive programme of repairs. Items, which I consider should be drawn to your attention, have
been set out in sections 1.03.
I always advise clients to obtain competitive estimates for any necessary repairs together with any
improvements that you intend to carry out before legal commitment to purchase.
This report should be read as a whole and although I may have stressed certain items, which I consider
to be important, other items mentioned in the report should not be neglected. There will also be matters
of a personal choice, which will involve expenditure in the future, and these should be borne in mind.
I strongly recommend that you read all of the report and then consider, with my help if you wish, the
wisest course of action. The condition of the property and the risk of future expenditure are usually
relevant to any decision to purchase and what price to pay. I trust that this report provides you with the
information and advice you require to enable you to make your decision as to whether or not to proceed
with the proposed purchase. Should you have any queries arising from this report, or wish to discuss any
points raised, please do not hesitate to contact me.
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APPENDICES
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Fig.15: View of the West elevation from the South West taken in 2003

Fig.16: View of the West elevation from the south west in 2007
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Fig.17: View of the West elevation in 2007 before the removal of the render

Fig.18: Aerial View of High Baxter Street Looking North in 1920
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Fig.19: View looking West at the rear East side of High Baxter Street in 1920

Fig.20: Aerial view looking East over High Baxter Street in 1920
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Fig.21: Aerial photograph looking East over towards High Baxter Street in1950

Fig.22: Aerial view looking East over High Baxter Street in 1961
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Fig.23: Aerial view looking North over High Baxter Street in 1963

Fig.24: Ordnance Survey map of 1885 showing a property division line across No.11 and structures
abutting the Southern side of the West elevation, which were later removed.
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Fig.25 Ordnance Survey map of 1964-65
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